Test-Firing Ammunition for Spliceosome Inhibition in Cancer
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E7107 is a derivative of the pladienolide family of natural product spliceosome inhibitors, which targets the U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) subunit SF3b. The results of a first-in-human trial with E7107 have been reported, representing an important translational step toward the goal of modulating RNA splicing for cancer therapy. Clin Cancer Res; 19(22); 6064–6. ©2013 AACR.

In this issue of Clinical Cancer Research, Eskens and colleagues (1) report the results of a first-in-human clinical trial with the mRNA splicing inhibitor E7107. Splicing is an mRNA processing step wherein intervening introns are removed from pre-mRNAs and exons are joined. Splicing is catalyzed in the nucleus by the spliceosome, a complex consisting of the U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNP) and associated protein factors (2). Intron removal is directed by intronic motifs including the 5' splice site, the branch sequence, the polypyrimidine tract, and the 3' splice site, which serve as scaffolds for proper assembly of the spliceosome on newly transcribed pre-mRNAs. The small nuclear RNA (snRNA) component of the U2 snRNP base-pairs with the branch sequence, leading to formation of the lariat structure required for intron removal. The U2 snRNP complex is composed of U2 snRNA, U2 snRNP-specific proteins, Sm proteins, and splicing factors SF3a and SF3b. SF3b is a multiprotein complex, which includes splicing associated proteins (SAP)155, SAP145, and SAP130 (also referred to as SF3b1, SF3b2, and SF3b3, respectively, Fig. 1; ref. 3).

Demarcation of intron/exon boundaries is mediated by enhancer and suppressor elements located in introns and exons. Different patterns of intron/exon demarcation can occur for a single gene, giving rise to multiple configurations of joined exons. This process, termed alternative splicing, is important for enhancing proteomic diversity. Alternative splicing can also go awry in various pathologies (4). In particular, altered splicing is a fundamental feature of cancer cells leading to activation of driver oncogenes, inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, and resistance to therapy (5, 6). Therefore, splicing inhibition or modulation could represent a promising anticancer strategy.

E7107 is a synthetic cycloheptylpiperazin-containing derivative of pladienolides B and D, which are natural compounds isolated from Streptomyces platensis (7). These compounds all have antitumor activity in vitro and in vivo. A chemical probe approach was used to identify the cellular target of pladienolides and E7107, revealing affinity of these drugs for nuclear speckles, where splicing- and transcription-related molecules are abundant. Subsequent immunoprecipitation, crosslinking, and mass spectrometry analyses identified that pladienolides associated with a complex containing SF3b components SAP155, SAP145, and SAP130 (7), which appears to be due to direct drug binding to SAP130 in a SAP145-dependent manner (7). Similar chemical probe approaches were used to identify SAP155, SAP145, and SAP130 as SF3b complex components targeted by the Pseudomonas antitumor natural product FR901464 and its synthetic derivative, spliceostatin A (8). GEX1A (herboxidiene), a natural product isolated from Streptomyces (9), and sudemycins, which are synthetic analogues based on a proposed consensus pharmacophore obtained from pladienolide B and FR901464 (Fig. 1; ref. 10). While these findings represent major advances in target identification, definitive structural elucidation of this class of drugs in complex with SF3b remains an outstanding issue.

E7107, and perhaps other drugs in this class, appear to function mechanistically as SF3b inhibitors. For example, E7107 blocks spliceosome assembly in vitro by preventing U2 snRNP binding to the pre-mRNA branch point (11). In addition, treatment of cells with SF3b inhibitors has effects similar to knockdown of SF3b components, including accumulation of unspliced mRNAs that can be exported to the cytoplasm and translated (7, 8). One such unspliced RNA and translated protein is a variant of p27 resulting from translational read-through from exon 1 into intron 1 (8, 9).

The study by Eskens and colleagues (1) is an important advance in the field of spliceosome inhibitor development, because it represents the first human trial with this class of drugs. In this study, 40 patients were treated intravenously with E7107 for 3 consecutive weeks in a 28-day schedule, with doses ranging from 0.6–4.5 mg/m². The stated objectives of this trial were to identify dose-limiting toxicities, explore safety and tolerability, determine the pharmacokinetic profile of E7107, determine biomarkers of pharmacodynamics effect and potential efficacy, and explore antitumor activity. Pharmacokinetics of E7107...
was dose dependent. Dose-limiting toxicities were seen during the first treatment cycle for 2 of the 3 patients treated at a dose of 4.5 mg/m², but none of the 7 patients treated at 3.0 mg/m². At 4.0 mg/m², 1 of 6 patients required dose reduction. On the basis of these findings, 4.0 mg/m² was selected as the maximum tolerable dose for further testing with 10 patients, only 1 of whom required dose reduction. The most frequent side effects were nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and fatigue. However, visual disturbance due to bilateral optic neuritis was noted as a severe toxicity in 2 patients in a companion study, leading to discontinuation of both E7107 trials. One patient in the trial reported by Eskens and colleagues (1) developed a similar optic neuritis after drug discontinuation. Although this visual disturbance was reversible, the mechanism underlying this toxicity is unknown, which represents a barrier to further clinical development. An important question is whether this may be a common on-target effect of all SF3b inhibitors, or whether this may be an effect restricted to E7107 that could be avoided with alternative SF3b inhibitors (Fig. 1).

Perhaps the most significant finding in this trial came from pharmacodynamics analysis, indicating that E7107 had in vivo effects consistent with a spliceosome inhibition mechanism of action. Properly spliced mRNA levels of several genes that were found to be decreased by E7107 treatment in vitro (TRAPPC4, SLC25A19, and GIT2H1), were decreased in peripheral blood mononuclear cells in 38 of 40 patients. Moreover, the magnitude of this decrease was proportional to the patients’ E7107 dose. Similarly, accumulation of unspliced pre-mRNAs for DNAJB1 and EIF4A1 were observed, although the levels of mature mRNAs for DNAJB1 and EIF4A mRNA were relatively unchanged.

Despite these pharmacodynamics results indicating on-target splicing inhibition in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, no partial or complete responses to E7107 were observed. However, a partial response was observed in 1 patient after drug discontinuation, and stable disease was noted for 8 patients. It is worth noting that pharmacodynamics evaluation of E7107 was restricted to blood cells. Therefore, it is not clear from this study whether E7107 was able to achieve splicing inhibition in tumor tissue. In addition, the genes selected for reverse-transcription PCR analysis in peripheral blood were selected based on large fold-changes in gene expression microarray experiments in vitro as opposed to gene selection based on known roles in cancer. It would be important to determine whether E7107...
can effect a general inhibition of expression levels for important driver oncogenes or effect more specific splicing changes, such as blocking the expression of oncogenic splice variants associated with disease development, progression, and therapeutic resistance (5, 6).

This clinical study is also significant in light of recent cancer genome sequencing studies reporting recurrent mutations in proteins important for splicing regulation, including U2 snRNP core components SF3b1, SF3a1, U2AF1, and U2AF2 (12). While the mechanistic outcomes of these mutations are largely unknown, SF3b1 mutations track with poor prognosis in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (12). However, in myelodysplastic syndromes, SF3b1 mutations track with favorable prognosis (12). These dichotomous clinical findings point to possible cell-type-specific effects of mutations in spliceosome components, which may also portend organ- or cell-type-specific effects of spliceosome inhibitors. This should be an important consideration for ongoing clinical development of spliceosome inhibitors, as well as future trial design.
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